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STRATEGY FOR FOCUS 
PHYSICAL PLANNING OFFICE 
MISSION 
Support and enhance the natural physical environment of the University, 
provide planning assistance to the research and experiment stations, pro-
vide interior design and graphic services to the University community and 
provide landscape architectural services and management of planning for 
major University projects. 
The Physical Planning Office relates to a wide range of support units 
within the University. Units in which there is a degree of continuing 
coordination activities are the Engineering and Design Office, Construction 
Administration, Police Department, Parking Services, and the Code Officials 
Office. Other support units where there is less frequent interaction but 
still occasional coordination of activities are Housing Services, Physical 
Plant, Health Sciences Planning and Administration, Intercollegiate 
Athletics and Recreational Sports, Food Services, University Mail Services 
and Student Unions. 
GOAL 
To insure that the built and natural physical environment of the University 
supports and enhances the institutional mission, goals and objectives of 
the University. 
GOAL 
o Objective: To provide, promote, and maintain a rational and current 
framework for the future physical development of all 
University property. 
o Objective: To act as the prime source of Physical Planning infor-
mation and as a point of internal and external coor-
dination regarding future plans and present issues with 
respect to the University 1 s physical environment. 
o Objective: To be the institutional source for information concerning 
present and future plans. 
To serve as a liaison for the long range planning, technical assistance, 
and project implementation of physical facilities at the Research and 
Experiment Stations within the University. 
0 Objective: To coordinate effective implementation of Station needs 
and University physical facility requirements through the 
application of planning techniques and procedural 
systems. 
GOAL 
o Objective: Provide technical assistance to the Stations in their 
developing projects to ensure adequate budget, complet-
ness of plans and specifications and to codes and 
University standards. 
0 Objective: Monitor building project construction to ensure construc-
tion conforming to project specifications and program 
requirements and effect project close-out. 
To provide complete professional interior design and graphics services to 
the University community by addressing needs and solving problems relative 
to the function and quality of the interior physical environment including 
fundamental design, design analysis, space planning and programming, and 
directional graphics and signage programs. 
GOAL 
o Objective: Planning of furnishing and equipment to satisfy academic 
and non-academic program requirements for interior spaces 
of University facilities; maintaining quality in fur-
nishings standards and achieving a professional rela-
tionship in procurement and management. 
o Objective: Preparation of furnishings and equipment specifications, 
bidding and management through the purchasing process. 
o Objective: Provide the building programs with quick and efficient 
bid analysis and purchase ordering. 
0 Objective: Effect furnishings and equipment installation, site 
inspection, and formal acceptance through invoice 
approval for payment. 
To provide landscape architectural services, and manage the planning for 
new and remodeled University facilities to meet current and projected 
needs. 
0 Objective: To assist in the preparation of the University 1 s Capital 
Improvement Request, prepare facility programs, effec-
tively manage the planning of the project with respect to 
design, quality, budget, and schedule and carry out spe-
cial assignments. 
o Objective: Perform services for the development, enhancement, and 
maintenance of campus landscaping. 
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PLANNING 
Strategy for Focus 
Changes and Projections 
The planning section has changed considerably over the past 10-12 years. 
Primarily as a result of retrenchment, the professional staff has gone from a 
high of 8 or 9 to the present 4 including the Assistant Director. The primary 
effect of this evolution has been in a significant reduction of long range 
planning activities. 
Of all the activities and responsibilities of the planning section, it is the 
long range planning which has become the lowest priority; not because of the 
ultimate value but because the value is not readily apparent to an administra-
tion that has more immediate concerns. As a result, physical planning has come 
to focus, almost exclusively, on the immediate and shorter range planning and 
operational issues at the expense of comprehensive long range planning. The 
long range plans which used to provide a rational context for the evaluation of 
new issues are now so out dated that the value as an evaluation tool is limited. 
The new goals and changing directions of Committment to Focus will undoubtedly 
further the obsoleSence of our Long Range Campus plans which are now over ten 
years old and were developed under the direction of an administration which has 
long since gone. It seems clear to us that a comprehensive long range physical 
planning response to Commitment to Focus is necessary to facilitate, as well as 
help redefine, the institutional values and goals. 
A serious examination of the impacts of 'focus' might yield surprising recommen-
dations. For example, one might assume that, with fewer undergraduate students, 
some of our congestion and parking problems might diminish. However, further 
examination might suggest the opposite might be the case. An increase in 
research activity could increase the demand for vehicular access to campus, 
while the corresponding decline would be insignificant because the demand for 
student parking will still be much greater than the supply. 
INTERIOR DESIGN & GRAPHICS 
The unit of Interior Design and Graphics is performing basically the same 
tasks as a professional in-house interior design group as originally 
established at the creation of the department in November, 1971. In 
actuality, and because the existing staff has matured professionally, and 
because also of the systemized procedure for handling projects, both large 
and small, this unit can and does perform tasks faster and more efficiently 
than ten or fifteen years. Moreover, the scope of its operation has 
matured, noting a reduction of staff personnel within the Interior Design 
and Graphics unit. 
We perceive in the future a larger degree of work activity in the areas of 
remodeling of existing structures on the Minneapolis campus, particularly 
as relates to a potential increase in altering of some programs within 
existing facilities. It is absolutely necessary to note, however, that 
should Interior Design's workload increase in internal remodeling construc-
tion, a much more professionalized and businesslike relationship has to 
occur with in-house units like Shops, Personnel, in order to facilitate 
solving potential gaps in procedures and lapses in cofllmunication. 
PROJECTS 
Major changes in the last ten years for the Projects Sections are outlined 
below as follows: 
The scale of projects is now much larger. Ten years ago a project 
$10,000,000 - $15,000,000 was a very large project. Now we have pro-
jects that are in the $30,000,000 - $50,000,000 range as our larger pro-
jects. 
-Projects are technically more complex, i.e., building system controls, 
handicap requirements are more specific, more options in building 
materials and technologies. 
-We are now handling more major remodeling projects that also tend to be 
more complex. They often involve relocating occupants on permanent or 
temporary basis. There is greater need to carefully schedule work for 
phasing, relocation, and construction. 
- Our office has more formal involvement in the construction phase. We 
now approve all modifications and review them for consistency with 
program. 
- Code and safety requirements are now more thoroughly incorporated in 
planning process. Also more vigorously enforced. 
-Working with consultants, in a contractural sense, has become more dif-
ficult. They are more prone to seek extra services for unexpected 
conditions and changes. We have more requests for special consultants 
when they feel expertise is lacking. 
- It was about ten years ago that we shifted from having the architect 
selected by the University to use of the State Designer Selection Board. 
This has reduced the amount of staff time devoted to architect selec-
tion. The time required for architect selection has increased. The 
University also has less control in selecting architects that specifi-
cally meet our needs. 
- Considerable increase has occurred in the proportion of project cost in 
the non-construction category. This has come about primarily through 
greater tendency for contractors to seek change orders, greater 
insistence upon code related modifications during construction, project 
management fees, increase in construction administration fees, building 
permit fees, increase in BSAC system costs, and telecommunication 
system. 
Predicted changes due to commitment to focus are listed below as follows: 
-More remodeling due to academic units being contracted, expanded, and/or 
consolidated. 
- More remodeling due to "star" faculty hired for endov1ed chairs. "Star" 
quality research and office space needed. This also creates secondary 
remodelings due to space reallocations. 
-Upgrade quality of classrooms in terms of comfort, lighting, audio 
visual, and aesthetics. 
- Increased amount of student study/commons type space. 
-Greater emphasizes on landscape quality and pedestrian orientation. 
- Increased emphasizes on quality and legibility of access points to campus 
for students, staff, and visitors. I foresee this affecting specific 
areas for both buildings and landscape quality. 
- Increased staff time and emphasizes given to selection and incorporation 
of artwork into campus environment. Some of this is due to art alloca-
tion as part of the legislative request. I would also expect it to 
occur through increased activity by the sculpture committee and dona-
tions of artwork to the University. 
- Increased emphasizes on cost effectiveness analysis as it relates to long 
term operating and maintenance costs. 
- Greater cost pressure and difficulty of estimating equipment related 
needs for projects. Specialized needs becoming more integral to the 
building (i.e. Microelectronics). Goes beyond what is normally the 
"building." Since life of such special facilities 1vill be much shorter 
than the building, is capital appropriation best way to fund such space? 
- Greater need for spaces adaptable for new research and development 
opportunities. I see a greater trend towards research and development 
space that is suitable for contracted research the University may take 
on in connection with private industry. As a particular project is 
completed, space assignment and use may change dramatically. Greater 
need for pilot plant type research spaces which bridge the gap between 
traditional basic research type laboratories and industrial application. 
NOTE: As I foresee it, the initial stages of implementing Commitment to 
Focus will cause a bulge in our work level; particularly, as academic units 
are eliminated/expanded and as endowed positions are filled. I could see 
this reorientation period perhaps taking five years before returning to a 
more normal pace of space reallocation and remodeling. 
RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT STATIONS 
Several research and experiment stations are approaching a 100 years of 
existence in their various locations scattered across the state. Within 
this time frame the institution has developed new building project pro-
cesses. The affects are that many building projects can require 6 to 10 
years from the time the need becomes identified to the point of being 
occupied. A growing importance is coordinating between the Station and 
University to find economically and timely methods to facilitate the 
construction of physical facilities according to procedures, standards, and 
codes as they affect both the central administration and the rural com-
munity. 
If the end result of the Commitment to Focus were to provide more research 
funds, facilities to accommodate the increased research on the research and 
experiment stations should intensify. Due to the relatively easy access to 
building sites on the Station grounds, most facilities will probably be 
new, low-cost, short life span (10 to 15 years) buildings. The short life 
span buildings permit more rapid flexibile response to the changing 
research requirements to maximize the efficiency of the research dollar. 
Yet many station buildings were originally built for short-term projects 
which have evolved into long-term research, or the building has been remo-
deled several times to accommodate other programs, which extends the use-
fulness of the building interior, but does not usually account for the 
deterioration of the building exterior and its structure. The aging of the 
Stations will accelerate the necessity of dealing with building repair and 
replacement. 
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STRATEGY FOR FOCUS 
Criteria to Measure and Evaluate Achievement of Goals 
Based on a five year plan, and assuming reallocation of resources and addi-
tional resources needed in order to put the plan in effect, the important 
criteria relate to the three sections where substantive change is antici-
pated. The first, which is the Planning Section, is the completion and 
acceptance of updated, long range development plans for the Twin Cities 
Campuses. The second, which is the Coordinator of Experiment Stations, is 
to see a comprehensive management plan developed for handling long range 
capital improvement requirements and building repair and replacement needs 
for the Experiment Stations, laying out in five year terms these categories 
of improvement expenditures. The third, which is the Project Section, is 
the budgeting of projects that reflects known experience in building costs 
and can provide a relatively current and forecasted status of individual 
project budgets along with a total close out of all budget accounts within 
one year after project completion. There are no changes forecast in the 
allocation of funds for Interior Design services, and consequently it is 
assumed that the status quo is sufficient to satisfy expectations of the 
usefulness and appropriateness of this service to the University. 
TABLE 1: INCOME 
SOURCE 
0100 Revenue 
Sales and Services 
Other: 
STRATEGY FOR FOCUS 
PROGRAM PRIORITIES 
Transferred from other unit 
TOTAL 
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1985-86 1991-92 
$ 816,784 $ 857,789 
241,384 281,384 
0 40,000 
$1,058,168 $1,179,173 
TABLE 2: STRATEGY FOR FOCUS - PROGRAM PRIORITIES 
CONSTANT DOLLAR 
PROGRAMS EXPENDITURES BY PROGRAM 
1985-86 1991-92 
o To provide, promote, and maintain a rational and 
current framework for the future physical development $95,575 $224,575 
of all University property. 
o To assist in the preparation of the University 1 S $72,154 $ 72,154 
Capital Improvement Request, prepare facility 
programs, effectively manage the planning of the pro-
ject with respect to design, quality, budget, and 
schedule and carry out special assignments. 
o To act as the prime source of Physical Planning $75,112 $ 60,112 
information and as a point of internal and external 
coordination regarding future plans and present 
issues with respect to the University 1 s physical 
environment. 
o Perform services for the development, enhancement, $19,161 $ 26,161 
and maintenance of campus landscaping. 
o To be the institutional source for information con- $29,001 $ 29,001 
cerning present and future plans. 
o Provide technical assistance to the Stations in their $18,333 $ 11,333 
developing projects to ensure adequate budget, 
completness of plans and specifications and to codes 
and University standards. 
o Provide the building programs with quick and effi- $77.384 $ 77' 384 
cient bid analysis and purchase ordering. 
o Effect furnishings and equipment installation, site $83,939 $ 83,939 
inspection, and formal acceptance through invoice 
approval for payment. 
0 To coordinate effective implementation of Station $69,663 $ 69' 663 
needs and University physical facility requirements 
through the application of planning techniques and 
procedural systems. 
0 Preparation of furnishings and equipment specifica- $76,772 $ 76,772 
tions, bidding and management through the purchasing 
process. 
o Planning of furnishing and equipment to satisfy aca- $375,866 $411,866 
demic and non-academic program requirements for 
interior spaces of University facilities; maintaining 
quality in furnishings standards and achieving a pro-
fessional relationship in procurement and management. 
o Monitor building project construction to ensure $61,213 $ 36,213 
construction conforming to project specifications and 
program requirements and effect project close-out. 
TOTAL $1,058,168 $1,179,173 
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STRATEGY FOR FOCUS 
Explanation of Priority Rankings for Functions 
The priority rankings reflect, in part, the extent to which individual func-
tions contribute to the essence of the overall purpose of the Planning 
Office. They also reflect the extent to which there are deficiencies in 
achieving the central purposes of this unit. And in addition, there is the 
practical aspect that if these functions were not provided by the 
University to a degree or another, they could be accomplished outside of 
this unit. 
Generally speaking, within the context of these heuristics the planning 
and project functions t.ended to rate higher than station coordinator func-
tions and Interior Design. Although, there are some cost deficiencies, 
quality control values and certainly, some learning curve advantage to 
having the Interior Design Office internal to the University, it is quite 
possible to contract these services external to the University. It is also 
possible that if the station coordination functions are important, not 
only to the University, but to the stations themselves, that the stations 
could retain this function just as well as the Physical Planning Office. 
Although, it is true that the project management functions in large part 
can be handled by outside consultants, some~-Jhere in the University, there 
has to be an official University representative on behalf of the project 
and preferably, one who is fully cognizant of how the University does busi-
ness, so that the implementation process can be expedited. In a similar 
manner, the University needs to have a planning section that can assist in 
interpreting situational needs with respect to long term interest of the 
University and can be the interface point, both externally and internally 
to the University for all development matters. In a sense, the Planning 
Office becomes the rudder whereby the University can steer its course 
through the complexities of development considerations. 
STRATEGY FOR FOCUS 
PHYSICAL PLANNING 
1. The sections outside of the Planning Office performing similar or 
related functions and with whom we communicate are Engineering and 
Design and Construction Administration. On the whole, communications 
with these units are reasonably good. The planning section relates 
quite frequently to the civil section of Engineering and Design. The 
projects section relates to all of the sections of Engineering and 
Design as a part of the project design review process. The projects 
section also relates to construction administration during the 
construction phase for the most part, but occasionally during the 
building design process. The meetings where design review occurs and 
the occasional meetings where University standards are updated and the 
interface with the Engineering and Design sections implementing non-
building design needs keeps the interactions sufficiently frequent. 
Communications with related units benefit substantially from the 
informal relationships as well as those specifically structured. With 
the project managers frequently attending the construction progress 
meetings and reviewing contingency expenditures, a degree of com-
munication occurs with construction administration. A relatively sen-
sitive area to the project section is the contingency budget as well 
as the supervision budget. These seem to be areas where communication 
could be improved through better budget reporting to help avoid budget 
overruns and where that is not possible, to at least alert in advance 
of the completion of work where the trend in expenditure is going to 
exceed the budget expectations established at award of construction. 
2. I am not aware of any other units that might more effectively under-
take tasks currently being done by the Planning Office. I do think, 
however, that there might be some value gained in smoothing out the 
peaks and valleys of maintaining constant staffing levels by 
integrating more than has been in the past, the project management and 
the construction administration sections. More fully integrating 
these two sections would constitute more of a total project delivery 
process. To do so, requires physical proximity. Such proximity would 
tend to eliminate duplication of effort in maintaining construction 
phase documentation of projects and enhance the sharing of information 
useful in staying on top of problems. 
3. Although there is some informal communication with academic programs, 
by and large, the method used for this communication is the structured 
process used for creating a building program in terms of the project 
section. The support service areas to which the Planning Office rela-
tes requires more informal communication based on establishing good 
rapport with support service staff who tend to have jurisdictions over 
areas concerning physical improvements or design changes. In some 
cases the informality stems from repeated dealings over reoccurring 
types of problems. In this category would be relationships with City 
agencies and support units within the University such as the Police 
Department, Housing, and Parking Services. The kinds of communica-
tions we have developed do not impose undue hardships on the users of 
our services. We seriously try to emphasize that ours is a service 
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unit to the University and for that reason, we are genuinely 
interested in addressing problems and offering solutions that although 
they may not satisfy all the constituencies within the University, are 
intended to reflect a stewardship of the resources at the University 
over which our involvement has some direct affect. 
4. The one primary example an instructional program that we have insti-
tuted to acquaint new and continuing users of one of our services is 
the building project pre-programming document. This document includes 
a topic covering an explanation of the relationships between the 
Physical Planning office, the architects, and the users indicating how 
our resources are utilized in the project implementation process and 
introduces to the principal players in the process so that their 
availability can be known to the users. 
5. Major strengths and weaknesses of each of the units within the 
Planning Office can be described as follows: 
a) Interior Design and Graphics -A strength of this unit is the 
extent to which it is familiar with and can optimize the use of 
the University's purchasing process and the "hit the decks run-
ning" capabi 1 ity that can be brought to each new assignment. A 
major weakness of this unit would perhaps be that of not having a 
systematic way of better informing the users on time and budget 
developments. This is to say that because of the internal nature 
of providing the service, the public relations aspect of the ser-
vice tends to be slighted in favor of getting on with addressing 
the problem and providing solutions. 
b) Experiment Station Coordination - A major strength of this section 
is the leadership provided in the area of capital improvements and 
technical assistance in major repair and improvement work at the 
stations. This unit provides a more comprehensive look at faci-
lity needs and orderly planning for development of facilities. 
The weakness of this unit is the inherent difficulty in being able 
to get procedures in place that can reflect the scale and opera-
tional characteristics of the stations. This weakness exists 
because the University procedures and regulations make it vir-
tually impossible to do otherwise. 
c) Planning Section - A major strength of this unit is the extent to 
which it has built good relationships both internally and exter-
nally that bear upon solving a constant flow of problems facing 
the University and in making the incremental adjustments to 
constant change in its environment. A major weakness of this unit 
is the fact that virtually no resources are allocated to long 
range planning issues and comprehensive planning that can serve 
the University Twin Cities campuses in addressing issue resolu-
tions. The effect of this is that much of the physical develop-
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ment decision making is made on an ad hoc basis and without the 
benefit of updated policies and plans. 
d) Projects Section - A major strength of this section is in its abi-
lity to maintain a degree of detachment in the process of imple-
menting projects by maintaining a focus on meeting the objectives 
of the program, maintaining momentum in the implementation of pro-
jects and keeping them within the established budget parameters. 
By representing the University at large in this process, no one 
element within the process is likely to dominate or distort the 
intent of the project development. A major weakness of this unit 
is more of a structural weakness in the sense that the projects 
section being the focal point for all communications is seen as an 
obstruction to the natural desire lines of communication occurring 
throughout the project development process. In this respect, the 
projects section takes on a little bit of the "policeman" role in 
enforcing communication that centralizes the information con-
cerning the project for the purpose of having a broad view of how 
this information bears upon with the interest of the University 
and the projects program and budget objectives. 
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A STRATEGY FOR FOCUS 
OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY BUILDING OFFICIAL 
Mission Statenent 
Establish and follow a real is tic code enforcenent program thereby 
pro vi ding a required and valuable service to the statewide University 
community. 
Background 
The Regents, at their July, 1974 meeting, determined that the provi-
sions of the Minnesota State Building Code were to be adopted as the 
University 1 S standard, effective August 1, 1974. They further 
established that compliance with this building code was to be admin-
istered and monitored by the University Building Official. The 
Office of the University Building Official was established to 
administer the codes on all University properties statewide. 
III. Functions 
Provide code enforcement and interpretation for the following codes: 
A. 1985 Uniform Building Code 
B. 1987 National Electric Code, 1987 Edition 
C. 1978 American National Standard Safety Code for Elevators, 
Dumbwaiters, Escalators, and Moving Walks 
D. 1985 Minnesota State Plumbing Code 
E. 1983 Minnesota State Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning and 
Refrigeration Code 
F. Minnesota Floodproofing Regulations 
G. 1985 Minnesota Physically Handicapped Code 
H. 1985 Minnesota State Energy Code 
I. National Standards of Performance for Solar Energy Systems and 
Subsys tens 
J. Minnesota State High Pressure Steam Code 
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Income From Building Permit Charges 
Average permit fee income when department was fully manned 1982-86, 
average income per year - $253,304. 
Cost comparisons if individual municipalities (over 20) were to administer 
codes on University properties: 
University Building Official•s office average year •s charges: $253,304. 
Average yearly charges by municipalities throughour Minnesota: 476,777. 
Yearly Difference $223,473 
In the past five years the cost of code enforcement to the University has 
been $1,241,568. If the individual municipalities would have charged for 
code enforcement, it would have cost the University $2,383,885 over the 
five year period. This represents a savings to the University during that 
time period of $1,142,317. 
Advantages 
1. One code enforcement agency, issuing permits, inspecting construction 
and interpreting the code, instead of having to deal with over 20 dif-
ferent jurisdictions for the same service. 
2. More timely plan review is accomplished by one agency instead of 20+ 
different agencies. Result is less field modifications which repre-
sents a tremendous saving to the University. 
3. More timely inspections of projects by the University inspectors, which 
represents saving of time to project completion. 
4. More knowledgeable inspectors. University inspectors understand the 
University system. They are also more qualified than most municipal 
inspectors in their fields. 
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IV. Goals and Objectives 
A. Goal: Streamline the plan review and field inspection 
procedures. 
Objective: Reorganize the plan review/field inspection proce-
dure. May 30, 1987 one of the electrical inspectors will 
retire. I plan to replace the electrical inspector position 
with a plan reviewer position. This will put the plan review of 
all projects under one person which will standardize and 
streamline the process, thus allowing the inspectors to devote 
more time to field inspections. 
Budget Impact: None (replacing a retiring position). 
B. Goal: Develop and present to the University Physical Planning 
and Physical Plant personnel 1986-87 state code update seminar. 
Objective: To update the code knowledge of key design, 
construction and maintenance personnel. This will have a signi-
ficant impact on the reduction of field modifications during 
construction which represents a tremendous saving to the 
University. 
Budget Impact: None (in-house personnel). 
C. Goal: Establish and develop a code abatement program for all 
University facilities. 
Objective: Inspect all existing University facilities state-
wide to identify any significant code deficiencies that would 
have a negative impact on the facility 1 s use or proposed use. 
The resulting document would be available to designers, engi-
neers, and maintenance personnel to aid them in future planning 
for remodeling and maintenance of the facility. 
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From this. study we will develop a five or ten-year plan to eli-
minate major code deficiencies in all University facilities. 
Budget Impact: This study will require the employment of one 
individual for a two-year period to coordinate the inspection, 
the development,and publication of the study. Approximate cost: 
$150,000. 
D. Goal: Establish a computer system for functions of the office. 
Objective: Establish computer programs for permits, inspector's 
daily activity reports, coordinate campus reports, monthly acti-
vity reports, annual reports and plan reviews. 
Budget Impact: Unknown at this time. 
EN;INEHUN; NV 1\RCHI'I'ECI'UR DIVISICN - OFFICE OF PHYSICAL PJ:.ANNJN; 
MISSION 
'Ihe mission of the Engineering & Architecture Division of the Office of 
Physical Planning is to provide a variety of engineering and architectural 
services which respond to need generated by University cx:mni tments to 
education, research and public service. Provision for adequate, ecx:xx::mical 
and safe facilities, and ~ in the use of these facilities, are basic 
elements of this service. The Division also provides StlppJrt to the Planning 
Office and oonsuJ.tants retained for the design of major building projects 
through design, estimating and oonsuJ.tation on University utility systems. 
It also pr:ovides oonsultation to the Construction Ad:ninistration Division of 
the Planning Office on design issues that arise during construction of major 
building projects. 
FUNcriONS 
Eight functions are performed by the E & A Division as follows: 
1. Design 
This involves the preliminary design and planning, design developnent and 
preparation of plans and specifications for University construction and 
rerrodeling projects. Documents are prepared according to State and 
National Ccxles in confonnance with regulations enforced by the State Board 
of Architects, Engineers, Land Surveyors and Landscape Architects. This 
requires docl..nnents to be certified by staff wlX> are registered as 
professional architects or en]ineers in the state of Minnesota. 
2. Cost EstimatinJ 
This activity ranges fran the budget type estimate, such as prepared for 
legislative requests to estimates based on preliminary project programs 
and estimates required up:n design cc:mpletion. 
3. Consultation and ReP?rts 
This activity includes technical oonsuJ.tation en University facilities 
and systems and the preparation of technical reP?rts projecting campus 
infrastructure and electrical/mechanical/building requiranents. 
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4. Design and Construction Reviews 
This activity consists of reviewing plans and specifications prepared 
by outside consultants for confonnance to the University Standards and 
Procedures for Construction, geed design practices and state codes. It 
also includes the review of slxlp drawin;Js and maintenance manuals 
sul:Ini tted by oonstruction ccntractors for cx::mpliance with the ccntract 
cbcurrents. 
5. Record Maintenance 
This activity involves the maintenance of all ccnst:ruction d:Jcuments for 
reference and record purpJSeS, the assaubly of project bid Cbcuments, and 
the operation of d:x::ument reproduction facilities. 
6. Utility Mapping 
This activity provides for the developnent and maintenance of utility 
system maps of all campuses and agriculture experiment stations, 
building' master maps and atlas maps which sh::M the as-built location 
of all utilities and surface features for the Minneap:>lis and St. Paul 
Campuses and the coordinate campuses. This function also includes the 
administration of the excavation control program. 
7. Construction Engineering and Supervision 
This function relates to ccnstruction projects designed by E & A and 
includes oontract ckx::ument int&pretation, the sol vi.rY] of ccnstruction 
related technical problem.s and ccnstruction staking. Construction 
supervision is provided for outside utility and si t~rk projects. 
8. Land Surveying Services 
This function includes the preparation of leg-al land descriptioos 
requested by others, and preparation of property surveys. 
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GJALS AND OBJECI'IVES 
GJAL: Reduce the t:im3 it takes to canplete a design project fran 
.ini tiaticn to bid award. 
OBJECI'IVE: M:Jdify the University biddir:g procedures in fiscal year 
1986-87 
OOAL: Expand c:arp.lter capability for estimate design and project 
schedulin.;J. 
OBJECI'IVE: Purchase and utilize ccmputers in the 1986-87 fiscal year. 
OOAL: Improve project estima.tin.;J accuracy. 
OBJECI'IVE: Obtain estimat:i.nJ accuracy within 10% of actual bid cost 
in 1987-88. 
,OOAL: Improve staff norale through better cx:mnunicaticn. 
OBJEGriVE: Establish frequent and regular staff perfonnance reviews 
in 1986-87. 
RESOORCE PROJECI'ION 
Approximately 80% of the divisicn budget is provided by clients in the 
University ccmnunity that use our services. This percentage will change every 
fiscal year and it is solely dependent en the YDrk load fran the requestor. 
Within the di visicn, a a::ntinuous process of anticipat:i.nJ future YDrkload is 
undertaken by revi~ the needs of capital projects funded by the 
legislature, by oonsideri.rg the probability of canpleted preliminary estimates 
beinJ funded, and by discussicns with University depa.rtroonts ccncerning their 
future capital plans. 
Soort tenn heavy v.Drkloads are accarm::Xlated by hiring ccnsu1 tants or technical 
contract personnel. When the v.Drkload changes over an extended period of 
t:iloo, additions to staff or layoffs will (and have) becane necessary. 
The project scheduling, that is n::::M perfonred in this divisicn, will be 
expanded in the 1986-87 fiscal year to provide project scheduling to the 
Planning Office and also the Ccnstructicn Adn.inistraticn Divisicn in the 
Office of Physical Pl~. Because of the expansicn of the scheduling 
resp::nsibili ty addi tic:nal staff will be added to this effort. 
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PRCGRAM BUIX;E1'S 
The 1985-86 program budget was calculated through the surrmation of the 
functions of the six basic staff groups. They are: 
1. Adnti.nistration - Included are the Division Director and four Secticn Heads. 
2. Supp:?rt - Consists of the clerical staff, the schedul:inJ group, and the 
records staff including one to two part-time sb.ldents. 
3. Architectural Design Section - Consists of three registered architects and 
three technical staff. 
4. Civil Engineering Section - Consists of five registered professic:nal 
engineers, one registered land surveyor, and five technical staff. One to 
two student interns are also e:nployed each year. 
5. Electrical En]ineering Section - Consists of three registered professional 
engineers and five technical supp:?rt staf.f. 
6. Mechanical En]ineering Section - Consists of five registered professional 
engineers and three technical support staff. One to two sb.ldent interns 
are also employed each year. 
PRCGRAM PRIORITY 
The eight functic:ns currently being perfonred by the E & A Division are ranked 
in priority fran one to eight as follows. Also included is a brief 
explanation of lxM that priority was; detenni.ned. 
1. Design 
The budget for this function clearly indicates it to be the rrost time 
a:nsumi.ng service E & A provides the University o:::mnuni ty. The E & A 
staff familiarity with, proximity to, and perscnal interest in University 
facilities make it advantageous for University departments to utilize 
E & A professic:nal services. 
The records indicate the average design cost for the eli vision in 
FY 1985-86 was 3. 7% of the construction on projects that averages 
$32,000 in construction cost. If typical overhead costs, not including 
profit, were included, the engineering cost vo.lld be approx.irnate1y 7%. 
These canpare favorably with typical fees paid to a::nsultants for designs 
for rem::xielling projects a::nsiderably larger than the division range. 
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2. Estimating 
Estimating is a nece.ssaiY ccmpanion to design; an estimate generally 
precedes the design, and. a refined estimate follavs canpleting the design. 
The E & A staff advantages noted under design also apply to project 
construction estimating. 
3. Consultation and. Rep?rts 
The extensive experience of the E & A staff provides the University with 
a unique resource for providing technical back-up for Ccnstl:uctic:n 
Administration, for providing facility data, information and. approp:riate 
design direction to Archi tect/EN;ineer a:nsul tants, and. for assisting 
University depa.rtnents with application of equipnent or problems relating 
to University systems or facilities. 
Technical reports provide the requestor de:Parbnent statistical data, cost 
estimates and reccmnendations to aid in their making' infonnal decisions. 
E & A staff experience provides a definite advantage in the satisfacto:ry 
performance of this activity. 
4. Design and Construction Review 
Review of consultant design is an ~rtant function of this division. 
Again the experience the staff has with the utility distribution systems 
and the building systans give them the proficiency to properly review the 
consultant 1 s design. Very often the review resu1 ts in c11ar¥Jes to the 
consultant 1 s design docl..nnents that provide the University with better 
designed buildings and at less cost. S}x)p drawings and maintenance 
manual reviews aid the Ccnstl:uction Adnin.istration in assurin] that the 
contract d:lcurnents are ccmplied with. 
5. Record Maintenance 
The extensive collection of construction cbcuments is a valuable asset 
to the University because they provide accurate information for the 
designer,especially en rerodeli.ng projects. These records also provide 
a source of reference information that is made available to the 
University ccnmuni ty up:n request. 
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6. Utility Mapping 
Provides as-built maps of the utility systans en the Twin City and 
coordinate campuses and the agricultural experiment stations. The 
atlas maps that are maintained through this function nJt only slx:M 
utility systans rut also surface features, such as buildings, streets, 
pa:rk:i.n;J areas, etc. This infonnaticn is key to the designer :in 
determ:i.ninJ utility camections for p:rqx:>sed buildings and also the 
location of utili ties that must be relocated because of the new building 
location. A task perfonned in this function is the location of existing 
utili ties before excavation proceeds. This infonnaticn is critical in 
preventi.n;J utility disruptions and is especially true with the underground 
primary electrical distribution systan. Accidental penetration of these 
facilities could result in severe perscnal injury or death. 
7. Construction Engineerin} and Supervision 
This is a necessary responsibility associated with the design v.Drk 
a~lished byE & A. Cc:ntract d:Jcument interpretation may be required; 
technical solutions to field problems en:::.otmtered in rerrodelin;1 projects 
must be provided as expeditiously as possible. It also can include rapid 
resp:ll1Se to prograrnnatic chan;;Jes requested durin;1 construction that 
require re-design and contractor negotiation. 
8. Land Surveying Services 
A registered land surveyor is cri the staff in the Civil Engineerin;1 
Section who is responsible for the maintenance of property records that 
pertain to easements, street vacations and land transactions. A 
registered land surveyor is required to prepare the le:Jal land 
descriptions for property transactions at the University. His services 
are also required for the placarent or replacarent of property corners. 
The intimate krx:Mledge of University property allavs these services to be 
perfonned :in an ecx::n:::mical and timely manner by in-lxluse staff. 
'The program priority and classification is sh:wn in table 3A, which assumes 
a constant budget. The only functions that can be sh:wn in this table are 
t:hJse that contain 0100 aJSts. No c.hart]es are proposed in th:lse functions, 
therefore, they are listed only under the category titled programs that 
should have steady state lJt.Id:Jets. Th:lse programs that are budgeted fran 
design fees vary with workload and C8I1IX)t be predicted with any de:Jree of 
accuracy, therefore, they are nJt sh.:::1Hn in this table. The same is true for 
table 3B, which assumes an increased lJt.Id:Jet. Again, the assumption is made in 
this rep::>rt that the 0100 budget ~d nJt be increased, therefore, there are 
no chan:Jes sh.:::1Hn in this proposed budget. 
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PRCX;RAM EVALUATION 
Ccnmun.ication with other Sections 
There are other sections within the University that perform similar or related 
functions with which this division camrunicates. A critique of this level of 
cx::mmmication is as follCMS: 
1. Physical Plant Deparbnent - Physical Plant, through it's Maintenance and 
Operations Division, is responsible for facilities that are designed by 
this Division. lnp.lt on the building equipnent and systems IJ9rlonnance 
is IX>t always made available to E & A. O"lan]es made to these facilities 
after consb:uction are rot OClted on the cbcurrents in the Records 
Maintenance Section. A procedure slxluld be established to accanplish 
this task. 
2. Pla.nnin':J Office - The project managers in the Planning Office and the 
E & A Division professional staff ~rk very closely together through the 
planning, design, arrl construction of major building projects. The 
Planning Office manages these projects and the E & A Division plays a 
partne.rship role with them in many facet of the rnanagenent. Both units 
are carmi tted to providing quality facilities that will be econ::mical to 
operate and maintain. There are times where there are perceived 
differences in the sharing of responsibility. Regularly scheduled 
ITeetings between the involved staff fran lx>th units to discuss areas of 
nrutual c:x::nc:enl may be cne step in resolving the issues that arise fran 
time-to-time. 
3. Coordinate Campuses - The Plant Services units in sane of the ccordinate 
campuses perfonns similar functions with the E & A Division such as, 
utility mapping and construction supervision. The E & A Division ~rks 
ccoperatively with these other units and provides a service to these units 
through the functions it performs. Cormuni.cation could be improved in 
regard to the sharing of as-built infonnation on utility and site ~rk 
construction. Canplete ccoperation in these areas ~d help to provide 
the information this division .needs to properly maintain the utility 
mapping program. 
FUNcriON JURISDicriON 
The E & A staff currently d:Jes OClt review the functional aspects of the 
Architectural d::x:::t.noonts prepared by outside a:nsul tants. We feel that such a 
review could be advantageaJS to the University to issue the use of materials 
and details which have proven successful usage in University buildings. 
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Q.IENT CDvMJNICATION 
There are a number of metb:xis that the E & A Divisicn presently uses to 
ccmnunicate with the clients that it serves. They are as follows: 
1. The Fonn 14 - Fonn 14 is an .instrument that the clients use when they 
request a service fran the divisicn. Such as request for a preliminary 
<XlS't estimate en a project or a technical report or study to be made on 
various issues. The Fonn 14 is an accepted k:fa.ln metlxxl of camrunicating 
the clients ideas to the E & A Di visicn. 
2. Scheduling Letter Series - These letters are sent to the clients at 
various stages of the life of the project. These letters cb elicit 
respc:ose fran the clients, especially when they feel that the schedule 
outlined in the letters is oot timely erx::ugh for their needs. 
3. Person-to-Person Contact With Client - The E & A staff assigned to the 
project rolds frequent rreetings with the client duri.ng the fonnation of 
the project program and at other times when additicnal infonnation is 
needed by the client. 
All three of these metlxxls provide sufficient ccmnunication on nost of the 
projects. There are times when "rush jobs" require priority handling. There 
are also times when the client is concerned that the schedule d:les oot meet 
their needs. The E & A Division is stu.dyi.nJ the procedures that are presently 
follaved to process a project and intends to make rec:cxrm:mdations scx::n to 
eliminate or to m:::xli.fy sane of these procedures. If these ch.anges are 
approved, the time it takes to canplete a project will be greatly reduced. 
Another ccmnunication tcol that \'Olld greatly facilitate and rrollify scme of 
our clients concerns about the timeliness of our services, \'Olld be a news 
letter published by the Office of Physical Plannir.g. A news letter presently 
in the planning stages, \'Olld provide an excellent tcol to acquaint the 
clients with the scope of services that the division offers. 
Instructicnal Program - Various informaticn has been published by the E & A 
Division to acquaint the University camrunity with the services that it 
provides. They are the Eng'i.nee.ring & Architecture Operating Procedures, the 
University of Minnesota Standards and Procedures for Ccnsb:uction, and the 
Engineering & Architecture Operations Processing Procedures and Flav Sequence 
Cl1arts. The division Director d:les make a cx:nscious effort to meet with key 
persons arrong our cliental to keep them abreast of the seJ:Vices that the 
divisicn provides. The deparbnental news letter, mentioned earlier, will also 
be an excellent tcol to acquaint the client with our services and resources. 
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Program Strengths and Weaknesses 
1. Design - Design is presently bei.ng acmnplished at a very lcm fee to the 
client, utilizing govemi.nJ ccxjes and gcx::d. design practice. 
2. Project Estimati.ng - The level of accuracy of the estimates made in the 
divisicn is very high. Final pre-bid estimates average approximately 
within 10% plus or minus accuracy of the actual bid project <X>St. 
3. Consul taticn and Reports 
The E & A staff is able to provide highly professicnal and timely 
<X:lnSUltaticn or written report at the request of the clients. Their 
intimate lm:Mledg'e of the University utility distribution systems and the 
building systems enable them to provide the infonnaticn that the client 
requests in order to make a judicious decision. 
4. Design and Construction Reviews 
The E & A Divisicn provides a very in'q;x>rtant contribution to the 
University ccmnuni ty when it reviews the OOc:uments prepared by oo.tside 
<X:lnSUltants en major projects. The staff has an intimate kn:Mledg'e of the 
University utility distributicn systems and various building systems. The 
staff has lm:Mledg'e, through experien::e, of systems that have ~rked 
successfully and t:1x>se that have oot perfonred successfully in the 
exi.sti.n'J University build..iDJs. . This experience is put to good use through 
their involverrent in the design of these major projects, and especially in 
the review of the <X:lnSUl tants design OOc:uments with respect to design 
features and selecticn of materials and equipnent to be used in the design 
of the buildings. The staff acts as a watchdcg in this process to protect 
the University's interest and to insure that the buildings are designed to 
give a high level of sei:Vice with lcm maintenance. The only weakness in 
carrying out this functicn is that the division is oot always given 
adequate tirre to make a proper review of the documents. This problem can 
be overa::me through a serious effort duri.nJ the design process, to give 
the di visicn ample tirre within the constraints of the schedule to provide 
this sei:Vice. 
5. Record Maintenance 
The divisicn maintains an extensive collecticn of construction cbct.nnents. 
This info:rmaticn is relied up:n heavily by the designers, especially in 
the case of rem:Jdelli..ng projects. With:Jut this info:rmaticn, it \-Olld be 
impossible to lm:M the locaticn and/or exi.sten::e of the various building, 
utility and structural systems. 
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A serious deficiency does exist because of the limited sui table space 
available for the storage of records. A crc::Mded oondi ticn exists in which 
it is i.mp:>Ssible to prc:perly store these d:x::uments. Sane records are 
stored in tv.o other areas that lack fire protecticn and security. As a 
result of their ccnstant use, the quality of the records have been 
seriously ~. The use of canputer aided design record keepin]' and 
al ten1ate types of storage of a:::nstructicn d:x::uments is reM beir.g studied 
as a partial soluticn to the space problan. 
6. Utility and Site Mappj.nJ 
The utility site maps and. developed and maintained by the di visicn provide 
a very valuable tool for the designer. These d:x::uments are used to plan 
for the ea:n:mical utility services to the buildin:J bein:J designed and to 
also indicate to the ccnsul tant and the Planning Office the lcx::aticn of 
existing utilities that may be major factor in the siting of a building. 
7. Constructicn Engi.neeri.rg and Supei:Vision .:... This function is perfo:r:med in 
This functicn is perfonned in a timely manner because staff is en the 
campus and available whenever an issue arises that requires design input. 
If a project has been designed in-lxuse, the staff persons involved in 
that design are qualified to handle any design issue that may arise 
during const:ructicn. The staff wro reviewed the consultants design on 
major projects are familiar with the design of that project because of 
their participaticn in the design and their review of the construction 
d:x::uments. They provide valuable backup for the Construction 
Admi.nistraticn Di visicn in the matter of design issues during the 
constructicn phase. The only deficiency that occurs pericx:lically is 
that the design staff are nJt always made aw-are of issues that arise 
during construction 
8. Land Survey:i.nJ Services 
The preparation of legal land descripticns and the placement of property 
corners sh:>uld be d:ne by a registered land surveyor. The registered 
person on our staff can provide this service in a timely manner at a cost 
far belCM the fees charged by outside finns. 
9. Space Needs 
The only program proposed to be expanded is the scheduling service to the 
Planning Office and the expansion of this service to the Construction 
Admi.nistraticn Divisicn. This expanded service will nJt require 
addi tianal space. Addi tianal space is required for the Record Maintenance 
function. See CCIIlTalts made earlier in this secticn. 
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HEALTH SCIENCES PLANNING OFFICE 
The Health Sciences Planning Office (HSPO) mission is to assist the 
University and the Health Sciences Community in an active systematic coor-
dination of the contributions of all those whose efforts are required for a 
capital physical facilities project to succeed. The primary service function 
is coordinating physical planning and design efforts during construction of 
new facilities and in conducting major remodeling projects under the Health 
Sciences' Commitment to Focus. 
The multi-functional nature of health care and research facilities and the 
specialized needs of the various departments add considerable complexity to 
the planning process. HSPO must observe the requirements of facility 
and departmental program needs, federal, state, and municipal guidelines 
for health care, building code regulations, provisions for the handicapped 
and energy conservation measures. 
A health sciences project typically includes teaching, research laboratory, 
patient-care and shared facilities: thus it is necessary to analyze each 
program from several perspectives to take into account the opinions and 
needs expressed by in-house personnel and outside consultants alike. HSPO 
provides a forum for this sort of interchange as part of its planning 
process. HSPO ensures that facility and department requirements are eval-
uated, assists architects in defining and understanding the requirements, 
and oversees each project from conception through final occupancy. 
The primary goal of this office is to provide a quality service to the 
health Sciences Community and the Office of Physical Planning. This serv-
ice is best described by the following: 
1. Satisfy facility and department program requirements within the scope 
of Master Plan. 
2. Advise departments, consultants and administration to insure compliance 
with HEW, FDA guidelines, state/federal/city building code requirements 
and regulations. 
3. Assist with preparation of the budget, monitor expenditures to insure 
adherence to the budget. 
4. Assist in the interpretation and execution of contracts associated with 
the mission. 
5. Insure that all projects reflect intent of mission and Master Plan in 
both present and future time frames. 
Objectives: 
1. Provide a form for evaluation of facility and departmental requirements 
and interface between departments and architects/consultants. 
Strategy for Focus 
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2. Assist in preparation for grants and legislative requests and review 
requests. Provide written information and evaluation for proposals. 
3. Review documents at every phase of development and coordinate review 
and approval process with departments and other pertinent agencies/ 
offices. 
4. Assist in the preparation of budget calculations and compose various 
cost assumptions into one overall project for approval and funding 
ass i gnm en t. 
5. Act as a clearinghouse for all problems emanating from departments, 
consultants and contractors. 
6. Monitor all construction progress meetings to insure schedules are met 
and to exercise responsibilities related to modifications to contracts. 
Exercise overview responsibility and quality control to protect program 
intent and the best interest of the University as it relates to modi-
fications to contracts. 
7. Exercise persuasive communication in regard to all phases of develop-
ment approval or disapproval and execution of planning efforts to pre-
serve intent of the mission. 
This HSPO approach has benefited the University with substantial savings 
over the past seventeen years. This office will continue to demonstrate 
our management expertise in the future as it has in the past. The Health 
Sciences Planning Office is self-supporting, generating operating funds 
from assigned projects. 
The criteria to measure and evaluate success in achieving my goals and 
objectives is complicated due to the fact we are involved in a multi-
dimensional decision-making process because of potential conflict between 
multiple objectives and also because of difficulties of measurement. 
However, perhaps a simple level of scoring of one through five, not unlike 
the University•s Employee Performance Appraisal Form, would achieve your 
goal. 
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1. The H.S.P.O. provides a forum for the interchange of information and 
direction as part of our planning process. Therefore, we interface 
with several University departments as well as outside consultants, 
state and federal departments. The present communications are above 
average. No changes required. 
2. The current structure of the University would appear to be well 
balanced at this point in time. If one were to take over the tasks of 
the H.S.P.O. it would require additional staff, funds and time. I 
would guess it would take more than one year on-the-job experience and 
training to do the normal projects in this office. I have developed 
and demonstrated management expertise after seventeen years that provides 
me with successful negotiating skills that only come with age. 
3. The methods of c~nmunications I use depend upon the circumstances, but 
normally we use the following: written, phones, meetings, gestures, 
listening, lunch meetings, and other nonverbal forms of communications. 
The current approach appears to be above average, therefore, no change 
is required. 
4. We try to keep it simple in the H.S.P.O. for the Health Sciences com-
munity. If they have a problem or a question of any nature, they call. 
We are located in the complex to provide this blanket service function. 
5. My major strength would be that I have developed and demonstrated 
project management expertise in a very complex atmosphere after seven-
teen years that provides me with successful negotiating and persuasive 
communication skills that come with age and job exposure. My major 
weakness would be perhaps in the area of cost estimating. However, 
normally we use the service of consultants for our cost estimating 
requirements. 
PM:jr:eo 
March 9, 1987 
SI'RATEGY 'IO FOCUS 
FOR THE OFFICE OF PHYSICAL PLANNitr; 
CDNSTRUcriON' ADMINISTRATION' DIVISION 
I. :MISSICN STATEMENT 
Construction Administration Division has the responsibility to provide 
Construction Services an a wide variety of projects in the post contract 
award phase. These projects provide new or remodeled facilities that 
are required by the University Students, Faculty and Staff. 
This division works very closely with the Planning Office, the 
Engineering & Architecture Division, the Building Official's Office, 
The Department of Environmental Health & Safety and Physical Plant 
Operations. 
II. RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. Provide Construction Administration Services on all construction 
projects done with outside contracts. This is a significant change, 
that occurred approximately one year ago, and has increased the 
number of projects significantly. 
2. We are the university representative to Contractors, 
Architects/Engineers and speciality consultants during the project 
construction. 
3 • We appraise the Associate Vice President of Planning, the 
Planning Office and the User Department of the projects on-going 
status Eor their respective planning and evaluation purposes. 
4. We constantly review and update procedure guidelines to maintain 
consistency and improve our Construction Administration Services. 
5. ·we provide required support and liason an projects as special 
problems warrant. 
6. We input and make reccnmendations to the Planning Office, 
and Engineering & Architecture Division during the design phase 
of the project that may result in an improved product. 
7. We closeout the project and turn it over to the Using department 
and Physical Plant for Maintenance and Operations as quickly and 
efficiently as possible. 
III. A. GOALS 
1. Establish criteria and procedures for nnifonni ty in the 
staff's management of all construction projects. 
2. J:):!velop a canputerized record keeping and reports system 
on all contracts • This is especially important to improve 
our interface with the Planning Office. 
3. Improve the divisions capibilities to respond to problems 
in the processing of required documents and keeping all 
members of the project team properly informed. 
4. Be able to staff for fluctuating v.ork loads in a rrore 
expeditious manner. 
5. Develop strong communication links between the Planning 
Office, Engineering & Architecture Division, Building 
Officials Office, Environmental Health & Safety and Physical 
Plant so that proper information flows automatically. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. Complete camputerization of contract record keeping and reporting 
systems . Investigate having individual screens at key locations 
to easily call up data. 
2 . Identify recurring problem areas in construction v.ork so that 
the University can take corrective measures. An example would be 
through Changes in the University standards. 
3. Continue pericrlic in-house seminars with the staff to keep them 
informed of improvement in organization of projects, developing 
trends in construction, possible litigataion trends and related 
professional activities. 
4. Explore the possibility of redefining or Changing the resident 
construction superintendent's classification so that they 
'WOUld be easier to employ to matCh the fluctuating v.ork load. 
s. Improve the productivity and performance levels of the entire 
staff by teChnical development and streamlining of proceudres. 
6. Participate more in the Planning and Design process in order 
to contribute to realistic schedules and construction methods. 
7. Strengthen the review process for evaluating contractor 
performance. 
8. Explore the implementation of some type of estimating system 
that v.ould assist in reviewing cost changes to a project. 
IV. 
A successful project is one that is completed on time, without any major 
canplications and within budget. In addition to this, we should be able 
to provide project budget infonnation, in a variety of reports, quickly 
and efficiently When we are fully computerized. That will help evaluate 
our performance. 
TABLE 1 
SOURCE 1985 - 86 1991 - 92 
0100 Revenue $151,297 $151,297 
OIHER SOURCES OF INCOME (Projects) 665,880 665,880 
$817,177 $817,177 
TABLE 2 - 'IDTAL EXPENDITURE BY FUNCTIOO 
PRCGRAM 1985 - 86 1991 - 92 
ADMINISTRATION $151,297 $151,297 
SENIOR COORDINATORS 125,268 125,268 
GENERAL SUPERINTENDENTS 270108 270108 
MECHANICAL SUPERINTENDENTS 158,988 158,988 
ELECTRICAL SUPERINTENDENTS 111,516 111,516 
817,177 817,177 
V, VI, VII & VIII 
These questions are really not applicable. We have one main function and that 
is to administer Construction Contracts. Our main source is tied directly to 
the number of projects and our budget will fluctuate according to that need. 
IX 
1. There are three other units that perform similar tasks and they are: 
A. Interior Design lets contracts for the supply and installatiaon of 
furnishings and equipment £Or many of the projects that we administer. 
B. Facilities Engineering in Physical Plant awards a number of outside 
·contracts that may range fram elevator maintenance, automation 
center upgrades, fire alarm system upgrades, parking lot upgrades, 
to furniture repair and replacement, roof repair, etc. 
c. Physical Plant Operations, at various ooordinate campuses, award and 
administer outside contracts. 
The c:arununcation between these various units is not particularil y good. I 
would recarnmend periodic meetings between selected representatives of each 
group so we can discuss mutual problems and develop uniform policies and 
procedures that could be applied to dealing with outside contractors and 
vendors. 
2. I believe we could more clearly define the responsibilities of both the 
Construction Administration Division and the Planning Office When handling 
major projects. 
3. We have developed a series of documents that outline procedures that 
attempt to fully inform all members of the project team of their 
involvement and responsibilities in the project. We are also invited to 
input at critical times during the design development process by the 
Planning Office, i.e., schematic design review, design development review, 
budget review, etc. We believe this works well. 
4. Yes, by the methods outlined above, we have developed a standard method of 
indoctrinating and training new employees. 
5. Major Weakness: 
This function could be contracted out to private interests, i.e., 
architects, engineers and construction managers. The key question is 
Whether such moves would be operationally superior and economically 
beneficial. 
Strength: 
The strength we present are as follows: 
A. At present, the costs incurred by the Contract Administration Division, 
for full time observation, are low by any standard of measurement. The 
reason for this is that the group is able apply economies-to-scale 
practices on the projects. 
B. Contractors on University projects receive consistent and even handed 
supervision geared to the owner's interest. 
c. At the University, the Construction Supervision process involves 
considerable work in keeping affected departments informed. In this 
regard, it helps to have people Who know or have acquired information 
on row this institute functions. If they keep changing, outside parties 
would suffer in this area. 
D. I find it difficult to visualize how individual ArChitectural/Engineering 
fims WDuld cover supervision needs on both the large and a wide array of 
small projects. 'Ib be sure, one could contract with a limited number of 
finns to handle all university supervisicn work. HCJv./ever, if one does 
this, then all that is transpiring is the transfer of functions without 
any apparent advantages. 
PEK:nnh 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The main concern of the Real Estate Office is to centralize the leasing 
functions for the entire University system, to coordinate activities relating 
to real property acquisitions, and to provide a pro-active management program 
for the University's real property assets through use of the land inventory 
project. 
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The Real Estate Office is system-wide, serving all campuses and research facili-
ties. It provides consultation and expertise in the acquisition and disposition 
of real property, leasing arrangements involving the University's use of real 
property as well as University property used by others, and management of the 
University's self-supporting buildings. The Real Estate Office is also respon-
sible for resolution of tax problems, payments in lieu of taxes, special 
assessment payments, easements, permits, oil and gas leases, mineral rights and 
management of Trust Lands and Salt Spring Lands. 
FUNCTIONS 
Real estate purchases, sales and exchanges 
- Ap p r a i s a l s 
Bid documents/Sale advertisements 
Purchase agreements 
Approvals 
Closing (abstract, title op1n1on, deed, check) 
Update land inventory (street vacations, dedications) 
Abate taxes 
Relocation 
In conjunction with the following University departments: 
Civil Engineering, Attorney's Office, Space Programming and Management, 
Planning, Building Official 
Change in activity: No Change 
Real estate leasing (building space, land, mineral rights, oil and gas,Trust 
lands, easements 
- Space identification 
Negotiation of terms 
Lease agreements 
Approvals 
Leasehold improvements 
Lease payments (rental budget) 
Occupancy problems 
Options, extensions, terminations 
In conjunction with the following University departments: 
Space Programming and Management, Planning Office, User departments, Physical 
plant Operations, Building Official 
Change in activity: University as Landlord -Up 50% 
University as Tenant -Up 10% 
Real estate taxes 
- Resolution of tax problems 
- PajTTlent in 1 i eu of taxes 
- Special assessments 
-Change in activity: None 
Land Inventory 
-Computerization and maintenance of University land holdings and leases 
Quick and easy access to land and lease information for any University 
department 
Generate reports 
In conjunction with the following University departments: 
Property Accounting, Civil Engineering, Property Insurance, Planning, 
Administrative Information Services 
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
Purchase and Sale of Real Estate 
GOAL: Pursue a more pro-active management of real property assets 
OBJECTIVE: Develop and maintain a computerized land inventory to give precise 
data of all University real property assets to aid in determining 
values and highest and best use. 
GOAL: Increased involvement in the development of the University's real 
property- business outreach activities 
OBJECTIVE: Recent hiring of Associate Administrator to eventually handle all 
leasing activities will allow Real Estate Coordinator more time 
for this goal. Hiring of a third professional in the Real Estate 
Office, as development of rela property holdings becomes a greater 
priority. 
Leases 
GOAL: To provide more accurate and easily accessible lease information and 
reports to any University (or non-University) department. 
OBJECTIVE: Computerization and maintenance of all University leases to be 
installed on the University's mainframe; future upgrading of the 
land inventory system to meet more diversified University/research 
needs. 
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GOAL: More knowledge and control of all types of University lease agreements 
along with centralized collection of rents in order to better negotiate 
and manage these agreements (and rents) and in order to minimize the 
University's liability. 
OBJECTIVE: Continue to direct all University departments to provide the Real 
Estate Office with copies of all existing leases and to consult 
with Real Estate Office personnel regarding future leasing 
decisions. Continue to review leases that have not previously been 
handled by the Real Estate Office in order to update rents, legal 
verbiage and liability clauses. 
Management of Self-Supporting Buildings 
Continue management functions. 
Real Estate Taxes 
Continue support function. 
Land Inventory Computerization Project 
GOAL: To provide history and identification of the University's land holdings 
as 11ell as current value and highest and best use of these assets. 
OBJECTIVE: Complete the computerization project and continue to spend much 
time updating information, maintaining and upgrading the system and 
education as to new uses. 
GOAL: Provide quick and easy access of University land holdings and lease 
information to all University departments and to generate reports in a 
timely manner. 
OBJECTIVE: Complete the computerization project and continue to spend much 
time updating information, maintaining and upgrading the system as 
well as educating other University departments and officers to 
use the system. 
MEASURE OF SUCCESS 
Using the completed cumputerization of the land inventory, the most obvious 
measure of success will be in the ability to provide fiscal year-end and ad-hoc 
reports. For each land acquisition, these fiscal year-end reportswill show 
acurate acreage, total amount paid and percent of ownership along with the total 
net mineral acres owned. 
Generating a report of leased property (University as tenant or landlord) will 
provide the University valuable information by analyzing the cost per square 
foot of property, including rent and maintenance and operational costs. 
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More pro-active management of the University•s real property assets will be 
measured by its own success, especially in providing information to University 
administrators aiding in decisions regarding University real estate. 
TOTAL INCO'<lE 
See Table I 
EX PE N D IT U RE BY P ROG RAM 
Projection of changes in staff effort would involve shifting all leases 
(University as tenant and landlord) to the Associate Administrator and the 
Real Estate Coordinator shifting effort toward the development of University 
real property holdings. 
See 11 Tabl e 2 - Expenditure by Program 11 and 11 Expendi ture by Program Worksheet 11 , 
attached. 
PROGRAM PRIORITIES FOR CONSTANT/INCREASED BUDGET 
New programs to start include development of Rosemount Research Center, Cargill 
property and Shoreview property (in conjunction with shift in staff efforts). 
Any increase in budget would be for the addition of a third professional to aid 
in these programs. See Tables 3A and 39, attached. 
RELATION OF REAL ESTATE OFFICE TO OTHER UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS 
1) The sections outside the Real Estate Office that perform similar functions 
are Space Programming and Management by handling some of the University leases 
involving the University as both landlord and tenant. Communication and 
cooperation are excellent. 
2) The twelve low-level leases handled by Space Programming and Management 
could be more efficiently handled by the Real Estate Office. 
Administrative changes would involve the addition of a third professional in 
the Real Estate Office, aiding in a more pro-active management of the 
University•s real property assets. 
3) The methods of communication used by the Real Estate Office are telephone, 
correspondence and meetings with various heads of academic programs, account 
representatives, user departments and members of the outside business 
community. Communication is very good. 
4) Although no current instructional programs are provided by the Real Estate 
Office, education of use of the land inventory computer program will be 
implemented in the future, possibly through a printed instructional document. 
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5) Weaknesses in the services provided: Accessibility and availability of infor-
mation regarding University land holdings and leases for all University depart-
ments; Volume and promptness in generating reports on Real Estate activities 
especially land holdings and lease cost information; Lack of professional hours 
to dedicate to a pro-active management of the University's real estate assets. 
The major strengths of the Real Estate Office are the quality of the personnel 
and the manner in which professionals of the Office communicate their expertise 
in attending to the needs of other University departments. 
IMPACT OF CHANGE 
A minimal impact on Space Programming and Management would occur in trans-
ferring low-level leases to the Real Estate Office. 
STRATEGV FOR FOCUS 
Office of Emergency nana,~ernent 
Physical Planning 
The mission of the Office of Emergency nanagement 1s to provide an 
orderly response to all emergencies, potential emergencies, disasters or 
any situtat ion that may interrupt norma 1 Uni versit~d routine, cause 
property damage, inflict injury or cause death. This mission is 
accomp 1 i shed through comprehensive p 1 anni ng, organizing, training ar11j 
coordination. Success in this mission depends on coordination vvith other 
units or agencies that have an emergency response capat,ility, and/or 
responsibility; Police Department, Fire Department, Environmental 
Health, Pt1ysi ca 1 Plant, t··ledi cal, Housing, University Relations, Telephone 
Services and Adrni ni strati on. 
FUNCTIONS 
PLANNING 
Planning consists of an University of 1"1innesota Emergency Operations Plan 
(a separate document for each campus), University of Minnesota Hospital 
Emergency Preparedness f1anual, Standard Operating Proce,jures for 
Emergency Response in Northrop Auditorium, the t'letrodome, and/or other 
1 arge attended events (Homecoming, Campus Carni, etc.) 
The last decade has introduced an increase in materials that assist man in 
agriculture, science, health and medical procedures .. and industry. In the 
deficit column these rnaterials commonly described as Hazardous 
naterials can create emergency situations if improperly manufactured, 
transported or stored. The "Hazmat Era" has demanded an increase and 
evaluation of our comprehensive planning. Also, acts of terrorism 1Nhich 
have taken place on foreign son and directed at Americans or American 
activit~d are forcasted to be more of a domestic problem. As all functions 
of Emergency f1anagement are closely related, interact and depend on u·,e 
success of other functions, consider this a demand statement for all 
functions. 
ORGANIZING 
All response activity, service annexes, and responsi bll it i es as delineated 
in the Emergency Plans and Operating Procedures are assigned or accepted 
by a department, agencies or individual for accomplishment. Emergency 
Activities are or should be closely related to their everyday or normal 
responsibility. These are referred to as Emergency Organization. 
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TRAINING 
Training activities and requirements are best defined as three prong. 
t. Organization Training 
The training that is needed by the Emergency Organization team is to 
accomplish their mission in carrying out the responsibilities of the 
Emergency Plan: Emergency Operations Si mul at ion Exercise, Table 
Top Exercise, Functioned Exercise and Full Scale Exercise. 
2. Emergency Response Team Training (E.R.T.) 
Tt1e training required by building or facility Emergency Response 
Teams. These are day persons recruited. from their respective 
building and trained to manage an emergency situation during that 
short period until professional assistance (Police, fire or ambulance) 
arrives. Training consists of First Aid, CPR, Fire Pr-ocedures, Weather 
Procedures, Bomb Threats, or Hazmat policies. 
3. University of Minnesota Emergency Medical Team (UMEI'IRT) 
These are persons recruited and trained in CPR, Advanced First Aid or 
First Responder Course, or Emergency Medical Technician classes. 
They staff First Aid rooms at largely attended university events. 
First Aid rooms are located in Y./illiams Arena, Mariucci Arena, 
Northrop Auditorium, the Metrodome, and Mobile First Aid stations are 
provided for outdoor events. 
WARNING 
Warning capabilities must consist of primary, secondary and backup 
systems for receiving and di ssemi nat i ng emergency i nf ormation and 
warnings. The Univeristy employs various methods of warning reception 
including telephones, radio, teletype, outdoor sirens and a Bell &, Light 
systems. These are utili zed at various 1 ocati ons. Di ssemi nation can best 
be and is usually accomplished at the Police Dispatchers Desk. 
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SHELTER S'YSTEM DEVELOPt'lENT 
The University of Minnesota Shelter System consists primarily of Fallout 
Shelters. This system is outmoded. The University, with its multHloored 
buildings, basements, sub-basements, and pedestrian tunnels inherits a 
substancial number of shelter spaces that would house the average, and in 
some situations .. the maximum number of carnpus occupants from a variettJ 
of threats. (EX: weather .. hazmat, radiation_. etc.) To \)ring the ~:;helter 
system to this level would require a resurveyin';L remarking, trainin9 f:md 
public information. 
PUBLIC INFORt·1ATION SVSTH·J UPDATING 
An Emergency tvlanagement system will only be successful in an 
environment where it is recognized and understood. To U1is end we have 
regularly developed and distributed broctiUres, leaflets and booklets to the 
UniversHy community relating information on emergency sHuations, 
weather, fire, and medical problems. Tt1e collection and dissemination M 
emergency information as described in the University of t'linnesota 
Emergency Plan is the responsiblHy of University Relations. It is 
anticipated that this V·iouhj be accomplished in an Erner9ency Operations 
Center setting. 
Et'1ERGENC1l OPERATIONS CENTER (E.O.C.) DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT 
The Emergency Operations Center is the nerve center for all actlons and 
directions during an emergency or disaster situation. An E.O.C. requires 
adequate space for its staff {24 hour operation), communications, standby 
po\·ver, housing facilities, and a proper protection factor. No ftlstituation 
can afford the luxury of developing an E.O.C. based solely on tl"tat function 
hence it must have dual uses. (Training room_. offices, etc.) To in~:;ure its 
Y.lorkability and availabilittJ, it rnust be tested on a regular basis. 
COMt'lUNICATIONS SVSTEf'·l TESTING AND UPDATING 
In an emergency, all communication systerns are usually e~<ten,je,j to their 
limits. It is the responsibility of Ernergency ~1anagenrent to assure U1at. 
all systems land11ne, radio, paging and runners are assigned and used to 
their maxi mum capability. 
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PLANNING 
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
The goal is to review, update and enter all plans and procerjures into a 
mechanical system. This should allov·t for a more orderly system of 
rnai ntenance. This can be act1i eved in the next two years. 
ORGANIZING 
Applying the organization to the plan or the plan to the organization is an 
-ongoing process. Staff changes and nevv concepts dictate this. 
TRAINING 
Ne\·V concepts, staff changes and procedures tfieJt are not being used dai11~ 
require a constant effort of training and retraining. 
'WARNING 
The goal is a system that insures that all campus occupants receive 
adequate and timely warning. Existing systems must be regularly tested, 
new concepts examined anrj public information programs conducted to 
insure that warning is understood. 
SHELTER 
The shelter system to be adequate must be completel~J revitalized. The 
goal is to provide shelter for all campus occupants in all situation. To 
accomplish this would require a resurveying, remarking, training and a 
public information program. It would be possible to complete the resurvey 
and remarking in two.:..three years. The training and public information 
programs must be considered ongoing. 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 
The goal is to provide a publlc information program tliat will have the 
capabil lt~J to co 11 ect and di sserni nate emergency i nf ormation to a 11 campus 
occupants in a clear, unrjerstood and tlmely fashion under any 
circumstances. This system is in pace and requires only further testing 
and periodic review. 
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EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER (E.O.CJ DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT 
This center has been designated and tested on several occasions. A near 
future goal is to provide in-place standby power. It is anticipated this 
could be accomplished with connections to the Telecommunications 
Bull ding without putting their operation in jeopardy. 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TESTING AND UPDATING 
All emergency communications rely on existing systems which are in place 
and have been tested in si mmul a ted emergency situations. A future goa 1 
would be to expand their area limits. 
EVALUATION 
It is difflcult to measure or evaluate Emergency Management Projects 
without experiencing emergency or disaster situations. Simulated tests 
are helpful in recognizing deficiencies in some cases, however, the 
portrayal of time lapse becomes unmanageable. 
AVAILABLE RESOURCES 
The Office of Emergency Management received approximately 25% of its 
expenditure from the Federal Government through the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, This has declined from 50% which was provided until 
1976. The only reason this has been reduced is failure of the legislature 
to provide adequate funds. It is anticipated that these funds will be 
constant at this level. 
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Table 3A Program Priorities for Constant Budget 
*New programs that should be started 
*Programs that should receive increased support 
*Programs that should have steady budgets: 
0 
0 
Planning, Organizing, Training, Warning, Shelter, Public Information, 
E.O.C., Communications 
*Programs that should be reduced or merged with other 
programs 0 
*Programs that should be phased out 0 
I would suggest that all programs remain their present level with a 
constant budget. It is difficult to prioritize emergency programs because 
they interact and rely on each other. Those listed are the basic elements 
~ Comprehensive Emergency Management. 
Table 36 Program Priorities for Increased Budget 
*New programs that should be started 0 
*Programs that should receive increased support: 
Shelter Modification 8,000 
*Programs that should have steady state budgets: 
Planning, Organizing, Warning, Shelter, Public Info. 
E.O.C., Communication 
*Programs that should be reduced in size or merged 0 
*Programs that should be phased out 0 
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1. A number of departments perf arm re 1 a ted functl ons. Communications 
with these departments is good. 
2. I am not aware of any task moves that would make them more 
efficient. Some of these programs were the responsibility of other 
departments and the programs were fragmented. This fragmentation 
resulted in the establishment of the Office of Emergency Management. 
3. We attempt to use any and all vehicles to communicate with academic 
programs and c11ents. I feel this program is good. We shall always 
persue new or alternative methods of communicating. I am not aware 
of any hardships imposed on users, on the contrary, we have received 
many complements and expressions of gratitude. 
4. We offer instructional programs in First Aid, CPR, Weather and 
Emergency Procedures. 
5. I believe the major strength is the knowledge that there is a system 
and a program that provides for an orderly response to emergency or 
disaster sftuations. I do not feel there are any major weaknesses, 
however, a 11 functions caul d be improved to a degree. 
We must be constantly reviewing and updating our programs to keep 
abreast of physical changes to the campus and alterations in the 
staff. 
DRAFT RESPONSE TO STRATEGY FOR FOCUS 
MARCH, 10, 1987 
DIVISION OF SPACE PROGRAMMING AND MANAGEMENT 
OFFICE OF PHYSICAL PLANNING 
MISSION: The mission of the Division of Space Programming and 
Management is the inventory, analysis and management of space 
resources to meet current and projected needs of the university. 
FUNCTIONS: 
FUNCTION 1 - The space inventory is accurately maintained 
regarding the correct size, capacity, allocation and function of all 
university space. 
Space is an essential resource for the delivery of university 
programs and services. The prerequisite to management of any 
institutional resource is a clear understanding and definition of the 
resource to be managed. An accurate space inventory becomes the 
basis for all management activities related to the judicious 
allocation and use of space. The fiscal health of the institution is 
affected by the ability to minimize the ongoing maintenance and 
operation of its space through more effective space management. 
FUNCTION 2 - Reports on the allocation and function of space 
based on the inventory are provided upon request and formatted to be 
most useful to the requestor. 
The purpose of inventory reports is to provide decision-makers 
essential information related to the problem to be solved. The 
quality of the inventory report can affect the validity of space 
decisions. The conventions and terminology of space data reporting 
must be understood in order to clarify the data presented. 
FUNCTION 3 - Floorplans of all university buildings are 
maintained in an accurate manner to ensure the validity of the 
inventory. Campus maps are maintained accurately reflecting the 
current building, parking and circulation layout of each campus. 
Accurate floorplans are used to support 1) the space inventory 
with accurate individual building and room square footage areas and 
room numbers, and 2) space managers by providing a visual management 
aid for discussing space issues. The importance of floorplan 
maintenance is based on the need for accuracy of the space inventory 
and its relation to the judicious management of space which is a 
critical institutional resource. 
Campus maps serve both university administrators as a visual aid 
but also the university community in publications which require the 
location of programs or services. Accurate campus maps are important 
to faculty and students in finding the location of individual 
departments, handicapped accessible buildings, parking, etc. 
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FUNCTION 4 - The space requirements of each department, 
college/division and campus are analyzed both for current and future 
programs and services. 
This function provides decision-makers the ability to match the 
availability of space with the need for space. As the institution 
becomes more research oriented, concomittant efforts will be required. 
to ensure adequate research facilities are available in the future. 
FUNCTION 5 - On a continual basis, plans for the reallocation of 
space are prepared based on changes in university programs. 
As departments shift emphasis among their various programs in 
response to Committment to Focus, changes in space allocation will 
also be required. From the institutional-wide perspective changes in 
programs must be reconciled with changes in space allocation to 
ensure that all programs are adequately accommodated both now and in 
the future. 
FUNCTION 6 - All capital request projects submitted to the Board 
of Regents for approval receive prior analysis and needs 
justification. 
Because of the cost to maintain and operate space, requests for 
additions to the space inventory must be examined carefully to ensure 
an adequate but not excessive amount of space is being requested. 
Additionally, the impact of adding different types of space will be 
examined in relation to the campus-wide space distribution. 
FUNCTION 7 - The relocation of equipment and furnishings are 
coordinated in a timely and cost efficient manner. Accounting for 
moving transactions is completed in a timely and fiscally responsible 
manner. 
As a result of space reallocation decisions, the relocation of 
equipment and furnishings is often required. Besides the actual 
moving, there also may be remodeling, telephone and security issues 
which need to be addressed. Departmental moves will be planned to 
have the least disruptive impact on the ongoing operation of a 
program. 
Departments utilizing moving services are billed for costs 
entailed. These costs are reconciled on a semi-monthly basis with 
invoices submitted by the contract mover. The accounting system 
minimizes the time and effort required by user departments to 
financially account for their transactions. 
FUNCTION 8 - Requested in-house remodeling projects are reviewed 
and approved within the context of overall campus plans. 
Preliminary review of remodeling requests is essential to avoid 
conflict with existing plans for buildings and to avoid a negative 
impact on other building occupants. Early identification of 
potential problems will allow the requesting department to modify its 
request with a minimum of wasted time and effort. 
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GOAL: 
EFFORTS SHOULD BE MADE TO ESTABLISH AND STRENGTHEN AN 
INSTITUTIONAL-WIDE PERSPECTIVE ON THE CURRENT AND FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT AND ALLOCATION OF FACILITY RESOURCES. 
OBJECTIVES: 
1) A master plan for the allocation of space should be 
developed, documented and updated on a periodic basis. 
2) Procedures based on sound planning principles should be 
identified to guide the capital request development process. 
3) Campus mapping and floorplan maintenance should be made 
more efficient through the acquisition of a computer aided design 
system. 
EVALUATION CRITERIA: 
Success in reaching the objectives will be measured by the 
percentage of projects which receive analysis and justification 
prior to its inclusion in the legislative request for capital 
improvements. Also the criteria will include the completion of an 
overall space allocation plan and its implementation. 
PROJECTION OF RESOURCES: 
The section is entirely funded through the 0100 budget. No 
other sources of income are currently obtained or anticipated. 
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PROJECTION OF EXPENDITURES: 
The cost of the various major functions of the section are 
detailed below. The major change in projected expenditures is 
based on the assumption that the open position would be filled. 
PRIORITY RANKING: 
As the institution becomes more research-oriented, a 
concommittant realignment of facilities will be required. Because 
of this change it is anticipated that additional staff effort and 
expenditures will be required in the functions of space needs 
assessment and space allocation planning to guide future facility 
reallocation and development .. 
*********************************************************** 
TABLE 3A. PROGRAM PRIORITIES FOR CONSTANT BUDGET: 
A. NEW PROGRAMS THAT SHOULD BE STARTED 
B. PROGRAMS THAT SHOULD RECEIVE INCREASED SUPPORT 
1. Space Needs Assessment 
2. Space Allocation Planning 
3. Campus MappingjFloorplan Maintenance 
4. Capital Request Development 
C. PROGRAMS THAT SHOULD HAVE STEADY STATE BUDGETS 
5. Relocation Coordination/Accounting 
6. Inventory Maintenance 
7. Inventory Reports 
D. PROGRAMS THAT SHOULD BE REDUCED IN SIZE OR MERGED WITH OTHER 
PROGAMS 
8. Remodeling Request Review 
*********************************************************** 
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An increase in budget would not significantly affect the new 
or changed directions in which staff functions would be 
accomplished. The strengthening of an institutional perspective on 
responsible space programming and management would remain the 
overriding goal of the section. 
*********************************************************** 
TABLE 3B. PROGRAM PRIORITIES FOR INCREASED BUDGET: 
A. NEW PROGRAMS THAT SHOULD BE STARTED 
B. PROGRAMS THAT SHOULD RECEIVE INCREASED SUPPORT 
1. Space Needs Assessment 
2. Space Allocation Planning 
3. Campus Mapping/Floorplan Maintenance 
4. Capital Request Development 
C. PROGRAMS THAT SHOULD HAVE STEADY STATE BUDGETS 
5. Relocation Coordination/Accounting 
6. Inventory Maintenance 
7. Inventory Reports 
D. PROGRAMS THAT SHOULD BE REDUCED IN SIZE OR MERGED WITH OTHER 
PROGAMS 
8. Remodeling Request Review 
*********************************************************** 
DISCUSSION: 
i) Virtually all units are engaged in space management for their 
assigned facilities. Deans and major unit heads are actively 
involved in space management and are a frequent contact. 
Communication is generally good but could be improved for several 
units. 
ii) Tasks currently performed within the section appear to be 
appropriate to its mission. Consideration should be given to 
combining the Offices of Room Scheduling and Real Estate with Space 
Programming and Management to provide a more unified and 
coordinated approach to facility services. 
iii) Maintenance of the space inventory dictates frequent contact 
with academic programs. From the users' perspective space 
management policies regarding efficient levels of space utilization 
may be viewed as a hardship. 
iv) Most of the services provided by the section are to academic 
administrative units. Contacts with individual faculty are less 
frequent. A guidebook describing services provided by Physical 
Planning units is currently under consideration. 
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vii) Major strengths and weaknesses of primary functions: 
Inventory Maintenance -
The major strength of this function is the on-site audit 
procedures which ensure the inventory's accuracy. The major 
weakness of the inventory system is the cumbersome nature of the 
sytem's hard programmed update procedures which has been alleviated 
to some extent through the on-line update programs. 
Inventory Reports -
The major weakness of the function is the lack of hard 
programmed reporting formats which also has been alleviated to some 
extent through software report generation packages. A major 
strength of this function is the developing ability of end users to 
access the space inventory directly through AS software. 
Campus mappingjFloorplan maintenance -
The major strength of this function are the procedures set up 
to funnel changes in physical facilities into the space inventory. 
The major weakness of the function is the lack of computer aided 
drafting hardware to expedite space change record keeping. 
Space Needs Assessment -
The major strength of this function is the acceptance and use 
of the Minnesota Facilities Model. The major weakness of this 
function is assessing the need for function specific space. 
Space Allocation Planning -
The major weakness is a lack of emphasis on centralized 
planning which would result in better coordinated facility 
development programs. The major strength is again the Minnesota 
Facilities Model. 
Capital Request Development -
The major weakness is a lack of coordination and justification 
in developing proposals for capital request projects. The major 
strength of the function is the increasing use of application of 
the Minnesota Facilities Model to determine project scope. 
Relocation Coordination/Accounting -
The major strength of this function is the computerized 
billing system. The major weakness is forecasting the need for 
moving services to ensure an adequate supply of people and 
materials. 
Remodeling Request Review -
The major strength of this function is early identification of 
problems associated with requested remodelings. The major weakness 
of this function is that often all issues associated with a project 
may not be immediately identified. 
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IMPACT ON OTHER UNITS OR NEED FOR SPACE: 
The impact on other units of proposed changes in the Division 
of Space Programming & Management should be significant as facility 
resources are reallocated to meet program requirements in a more 
informed and judicious manner. With adequate facilities, the 
ability of academic units to achieve their objectives under 
Committment to Focus will be enhanced. 
No increase or decrease in the amount of space currently 
allocated to the section is anticipated. However, consideration 
should be given to physically consolidating in one location related 
sections within Physical Planning. 
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